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Introduction
If anybody has read my Armourers Report concerning the Ruger American Ranch in .300BLK, you will have read that
the Ranch was a reasonable budget rifle, capable of decent accuracy, but let down by a cheap stock and magazine. I
upgraded the budget stock using a Magpul Hunter stock and went on to obtain some impressive groups (0.5” @ 100
yrds) which I believe is an excellent result for such a low value rifle. However despite some good accuracy results I
could not get the AICS magazines to successfully feed the Blackout cartridge and therefore reverted back to the
original stock and magazine.
I purchased the Ranch primarily because I was interested and want to learn about the Blackout cartridge but in
attempting to improve the Ranch’s performance I was left with a brand new, but redundant .308 Magpul hunter stock
and magazine. Restoring classic rifles or experimenting with new models tends to leave me out of pocket and therefore
I had no intention of leaving the hunter stock on the shelve, to collect dust.
Normally I would not consider purchasing the Ruger Predator in .308 as it holds no interest for me. Its a budget hunting
rifle, with no unique calibres in its range, no unique mechanisms and generally I had already learnt all about its action
with the ranch rifle. However despite its budget persona, many people on the Internet where raving about it’s accuracy
and therefore I needed to investigate, plus I had a redundant a stock and therefore, I think you can see why this
Armours report came about.
Normally in my Armourers reports I study and describe the rifle mechanism and then set about range testing. As the
Ruger American range of rifles are designed in the same format, this report would be almost identical to my Ruger
American ranch report. Therefore to make this report a little more interesting I plan to test the rifle straight out of the
box, provide you the technical information and then upgrade the rifle to maximise its performance to highlight if there
is any noticeable improvement.
Initial range test
Taking the rifle out of the box, I took it into the workshop removed the bolt and stock, quickly inspected the rifle and
coated the underside of the rifles action with a thin coat of oil. I refitted the stock, cleaned the barrel to remove any
preservative and lubricated the bolt. I
function checked the mechanism, cycled
some drill rounds, checked the trigger
/safety and all was nearly perfect. The one
point I noted was the barrel was touching
the stock, this was not due to my poor
fitting, I had double checked this and the
forend was touching the barrel with no
possible adjustment. I checked Ruger's
website and they clearly state “floating
barrel”, so one small quality issue that's
not in Ruger’s favour. Next I fitted the
Vortex diamondback tactical 4-16x44
scope using a set of Weaver 30mm tactical
rings. I set up the scope ensuring the
reticule was vertical, checked eye relief,
cheek weld, bolt clearance and torque'd
the screws down to 18 ft lbs. All was good
and the rifle was now ready for its first range test straight out of the box. However before I go on to discuss
ammunition, one thing I would like to mention is barrel length. When I ordered this rifle, all the UK websites specified
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the Predator as a standard model with a 22” barrel. I requested a compact model with a 18” barrel but was told they
weren't available. Imagine my delight when a 18” compact arrived - well done to the Sportsman Gun Centre in Exeter.
Ammunition
For this exercise I planned to use a standard load that I use for all my non competition .308 rifles, which is 43.5 grns of
N140 pushing a Sierra 155gr FMJBT bullet at a shade under 2600fps. 2600fps is a little slow for modern
.308’s, but generates just under 48,000psi, which as a generic cartridge is suitable for both modern and
classic rifles such as 7.62mm Lee Enfield’s which have a weaker action. It is quite accurate and suits my
needs for a wide range of .308 rifles.
Initial range test
Shooting from a bench, supported by a bag, my first few rounds where to zero the scope at 100 yards. This
was a new barrel with nothing more than proof rounds through it. Other than warming the barrel up, I didn't
plan any special cleaning process or running the barrel in, the trigger had not been adjusted, this was going
to be a straight out of the box test. Having zeroed the rifle I went straight into obtaining, what I hoped would
be a series of reasonable groups.
I shot 20rds in total, producing four, four round groups, best group was 25mm and worst group was 42mm. With an
average group of 32mm (1.26”) which for a budget hunting rifle is reasonable in my opinion. Studying the shot pattern
indicated that most of
my groups had a tight
group of three rounds
with a flyer that could
be as a result of my
shooting ability. If I recalculated, ignoring the
flyers and measured the
three round groups,
then I had 20, 10 & 8mm respectively, which gave an average group of 12.6mm (0.49”) which is very good indeed.
However I can play with figures all day long, so ultimately its up to the reader to decide.
Initial Summary
For a budget hunting rifle, it fed, extracted and ejected without fault and didn't miss a beat, which is exactly what you
want as a shooter. I have read loads of negative comments on the Internet, but most are unjustified. The big bolt cycles
with ease, there is no bolt flop and in my opinion the big three locking lug design is a contributing factor to the rifles
good performance. The plastic bolt shroud is cheap but does the job of keeping debris out of the bolt mechanism. How
robust the design is, is to early to say. Trigger release is crisp and released at 3.13lb without any adjustment from me
and the safety catch positively engages and disengages as long as it remains clean. Recoil was typical for a .308
dispensing 155gr bullets, even with the 18” barrel and the light hollow stock.
As mentioned above 1.25” groups is a reasonable standard of accuracy despite the barrel touching the stock. My
experience with the .300 ranch rifle highlighted that the original stock definitely reduced the rifles accuracy potential,
however to be fair to Ruger, this is a budget hunting rifle and if your engagement distances are typically 100-200 yards,
then a 1.25” group is adequate and will happily put meat on the table.
General information
The Ruger American rifle range consists of a wide range of budget rifles which include the Standard rifle, the Predator,
the Magnum and the Ranch rifle.
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Visiting the Ruger website will provide you all the details but you will quickly gather that the American rifle range
shares a wide range of commonalities, typical of modern production techniques, these include common trigger unit,
stock, barrel locking method and receiver with the only variation being the requirements for different calibres, I.e. bolt,
bolt face, barrel and magazine. With regards to the predator rifle, the UK is only currently importing popular calibres
such as the .308, .223/5.56mm. 243, 6.5CM, .204, .22-250 and .270 versions, with 18” & 22” barrels and 4/5rd
detachable rotary flush fitting magazines. However the US has access to a far greater range of models with Ruger and
AI type detachable magazines and different length barrels, however for the point of these notes I will only discuss the
.308 Predator compact model.
The .308 Predator compact model is a budget multi use light weight rifle with a flush fitting detachable magazine and
18” barrel. Technical data is as follows: Stock: Synthetic; Barrel Length: 18.0"; Magazine, rotary type with 4rd capacity;
Barrel: 1 in 10 right hand twist with six groves; Metal Finish: Matte Black; Weight: 6.0 lbs; Muzzle thread: 5/8-24”;
Overall length: 36.75"
Barrel
The barrel is fairly unremarkable in terms of any new technology. The hammer forged barrel is 18” in length, 1.15” at
its widest point (not including the barrel locking nut), narrowing to 0.75” at its thinnest thinnest point . Twist rate is 1
in 10. The muzzle is threaded 5/8-24” thread which is standard for many AR15’s. The barrel screws into the receiver
and like many budget firearms is locked in place with a barrel locking nut. This cheap process lacks a traditional locking

shoulder for the barrel to secure against and therefore the headspace can be set using the barrel threads and not a
expensive chamber reamer. Finished is advertise on the Ruger website as matt black, not exactly informative but the
way oil impregnates the surface, I believe it is a finish similar to cerakote type finish. Markings are the typical American
warnings, Ruger's details, calibre and British proof marks.
Bolt Assembly
The bolt is substantial 0.85” in diameter, which is something that appeals to me however readers should remember
the commonality between the Ruger American range meaning that this bolt also caters for other cartridges and
certainly those with a .308 bolt face.
Bolt lift is 70° and the large three lug
bolt head houses an effective ejector,
extractor and three vent tubes to
project any rearward gases from a rupture primer or case. Behind each locking lug is a machined flat which initially
looks like a bad tooling mark, in fact it
introduces a small cam on the rear of
each lug which provides primary extraction. Not the best machine work in
my opinion but it does the job and I
guess it is reflected in the price.
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Along the length of the bolt body is a channel for the bolt stop/release, which also acts as a guide during the bolt cycle.
The bolt handle is slightly cranked both down and rearwards and passes through the bolt body. This concept is fairly
popular and can be seen in other designs such as the Tikka. The bolt shroud is a flimsy plastic design, encapsulating
the cocking piece, the rear of the firing pin and is designed to keep debris at bay, protected the user from moving parts
and provides a cosmetic finish. This part is already subject to an aftermarket titanium replacement, which sadly is
unavailable in the UK at the time of this report.
When the firing pin is retained on the sear, the rear of the cocking piece protrudes from the bolt shroud, thereby
providing a gun state indicator, which can be easily seen during daylight hours and felt in the dark. However a small
criticism at this point. The gun state indicator is in natural metal finish and to be an effective gun state indicator it
should be painted bright red to indicates its safety function.
The exterior finish of the bolt body could be a little better and as a result when the bolt is cycled dry it feels a little
rough, however if the user applies a little gun grease, the matter is resolved. In summary, this is a good bolt, with the
substantial size and the three large locking lugs provide the user with a feeling of strength, of reliability and enhances
accuracy.
Receiver
The receiver is just shy of 9.5” in length including the tang and 1.25” at its widest point. External finish is the same as
the barrel. The upper receiver is octagonal in shape and
the lower section is round.
As mentioned previously,
the barrel screws into the
receiver, is locked and head
spaced using a barrel nut.
Directly behind the barrel
face is the receivers three
locking recesses, which the
bolt engages and synchronises with the gas ports in the bolt head.
The ejection port is 2.75” long and 0.5” wide which caters for both .308 and similar cartridges such as the 6.5
Creedmore, 243 Win etc. Unlike other manufacturers which produce a short and long action receiver, Ruger produces
the standard, compact, predator, magnum and ranch models to accommodate a wide range of calibres. With mid
range calibres such as the .308 & .243 etc, these calibres can be found in standard, compact and predator models,
smaller calibres such as the 300BLK & 7.62x39 in the Ranch with .223 in Ranch, standard, predator models and the
magnum speaking for itself. Unfortunately UK customers have a lot less choice as the importer will on supply the most
popular models that they think will produce the best sales, which is fully understandable from a commercial standpoint. Whether the importer will bring the more unusual models I am unaware.
Unlike more traditional designs which incorporate a single recoil lug in front of the magazine well, the Ruger has two
pairs of angled recesses at either end of the magazine well (four in total). Central to each pair of recesses is the rifles
two master screws. These recesses, engage in the corresponding aluminium V blocks, moulded into the stock and the
two master screws locate immediately in the centre of the two V blocks permit a very secure and balanced
receiver/stock bond. Ruger’s website refer to this method as “Power Bedding, an integral bedding block system which
positively locates the receiver and free-floats the barrel for outstanding accuracy”.
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Whilst this may be easier to manufacturer and a cheaper alternative to the more
traditional recoil lug, I cant help thinking
this is a good design. In my opinion cheap
plastic stocks are often flimsy, poor fitting and look fairly hideous and as a result, are often the downfall of the
modern budget rifles. It would not be a first time where I have purchased a rifle and instantly discarded the cheap
plastic stock in favour of a more superior aftermarket design. However this format, aligned with a reasonably designed
stock will maximise the performance of the stock to the benefit of the whole firearm package.
Behind the magazine well is the trigger assembly, which is a self contained unit,
typical of today’s modern designs. Ruger call this unit the Marksman adjustable
trigger and it is suppose to offer a crisp release with an adjustable pull weight
that is user adjustable between 3 and 5 lbs. Currently the flavour of the month
and typically American is the addition of a safety catch built into the trigger,
personally I feel this concept is a bit of a gimmick and unnecessary. My trigger
breaks at a hefty but reasonably brisk 3.13lbs which is acceptable for a factory
gun and the safety catch is a shotgun type mounted on the tang.
Above the trigger is the bolt stop/release, which is a substantial spring loaded rotating block. The bolt stop engages in
the groove on the bolt and when the bolt is withdrawn, the bolt stop prevents its removal from the receiver. Physically
depressing the bolt stop, allows the bolt stop to disengage from the groove and the bolt assembly can then be removed.
One thing I forgot to mention in my Ruger Ranch report was the scope rail. Its aluminium and is engraved with Ruger’s
logo. Its fairly thin at 0.25” and is 5.0” in length which is a tad short. With 1” rings that I fitted to the Ruger Ranch, I
didn't notice it, but when I fitted the 30mm rings, the short length of the rail meant I had less space for scope
adjustment and eye relief.
In summary the .308 Compact receiver, bolt and trigger assembly is identical to the .300BLK ranch rifle.
Stock
As budget stocks go, this one is functional and better than most but you cannot escape the ambiance of cheapness.

The recoil blocks add stability to the receiver area and the fore end is ribbed to provide rigidity, however the barrel
seats on the forend and therefore Ruger's statement concerning a floating barrel is somewhat negated.
The stock’s green colour provides an alternative to the traditional black and at a personal level is cosmetically pleasing.
Unlike other budget designs, the trigger guard is rigid and does not flex, which is good. The moulded grips to both the
forend and the pistol grip are effective and practical which is a plus for a budget stock. The butt is robust enough, but
is hollow and therefore sounds hollow when tapped, which further adds to the sense of cheapness, it has a soft black
rubber recoil pad which absorbs the recoil nicely and overall the stock compliments the handling of the rifle sufficiently
well and provides good all weather performance.
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Magazine
First impressions of the magazine is that it looks cheap, feels cheap and as a result is rather fragile. On the Internet
there is a lot of chatter about mis-feeds with the .300BLK but I didn't find any comments concerning the .308 magazine.
The magazine has a four round capacity and is of the rotary type. The
magazine platform is a simple plate which as the plate is depressed and
rotates becoming a “paddle” rather than a platform in the traditional
sense.
The magazine is retained in place by a catch at the front of the magazine
and a lug at the rear. Sliding the magazine into the magazine well, the
rear lug locates in it corresponding recess and the front catch depresses
under the tension of its spring until it find its corresponding recess and
then locks the magazine in place. Depressing the catch and the magazine
simple drops out.
I feed the rounds from the front of the magazine and slide them into battery as gently as possible. Whilst the magazine
has worked reliably, it has not failed or mis-fed in any way to date, I am reluctant to put the magazine to test, as I have
very little confidence in the design and it appears to be the weakness in the overall rifle system. One further point that
may be worth mentioning, is that this magazine is designed for a slow firing hunting rifle where high rates of fire are
not required. In this context the magazine is quiet suitable.
Magpul Hunter Stock
The whole reason for purchasing the Ruger predator was because I have a brand new but redundant Magpul Hunter
stock. Although I have purchased the odd fore grip and magazine etc in the past, this is the first time I have purchased
a Magpul product with such complexity as a stock.

The stock is built around an aluminium chassis and is available in a host of colours. As one would expect from Magpul
the stock has a plethora of fittings and adjustable parts, such as
adjustable butt, cheek pad and fittings for sling swivels, picatinny rails
and a bipod. Build quality is very good, with all the component parts
fitting very well, with no overlap or excess material which in turn
generates a product that feels tough, robust and quiet frankly, looks
good.
Because Ruger have patented the recoil bedding block system, I am
guessing Magpul had to gain permission prior to manufacture. The
stock accepts AI style magazines and comes supplied with a .308
PMAG 5 which can easily be replaced by a 10rd version if required.
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The Hunter stock comes with the two recoil blocks required for the Ruger, plus the correct
length screws, so fitting is fairly easy and does not require the needs of an Armourer or
Gunsmith. Once fitted, the stock transforms the Ruger completely, gone is the budget
stock with its budget feel, the Hunter stock provides a heavier, more stable platform with
a fully floating barrel and therefore really enhances the Ruger’s performance.
As one might expect, fitting extra components to the stock such as rails and bipod's
requires accessories using Magpul’s M-LOK fittings. I had some spare rails and I had just
received Magpul's new bipod (see blow). I had purchased the Magpul bipod with the
M-LOK attachment but you can purchase a A.R.M.S or picatinny rail version.
To fit the bipod and rails you have to remove the stock from the rifle and strip the stock,
which is a bit of a pain, especially if you are not mechanically orientated. Rather than strip
the whole stock down, I undid the front screws and the four main screws on the central section of the stock and gently
praised the front section from the rest of the stock. However be careful as it is possible to damage the stock if you are
too “heavy handed”. Fitting the rails and the bipod requires some care as it is easy to miss align the threads and really
needs a vice to hold the stock section while you apply the screws and plates.
The bipod is good and compliments the stock well, however this did highlight a small issue which I had not previously
considered. Once the bipod is fitted, it is fitted, you cant remove it without stripping down the stock and therefore
when in storage or in a carry case it takes up extra space, which may be an issue.
Magpul bipod
The Magpul bipod is a novel design that uses many parts manufactured from polymer with other key components from
aluminium. The first thing you notice before you even receive the
bipod itself is the price. Even in the UK it is just under £150 with
other decent bipod's being well over £200 (I’m not considering
cheap Chinese models). Picking up the bipod, you get a sense of
quality and automatically start to figure out how the bipod functions. With the bipod leg folded upwards, you can simple pull the
legs down until they are lock into place. Depressing the plunger
above the leg axis pin allows you to fold them away.
At the rear of each leg is a square plunger which when depressed
allows the user to extend the bipod leg. Legs extend from 6” to 9.5”,
add the bipod's turret mechanism gives you a shade over 11” which
is better than most designs on the market. Each leg is fitted with
rubber feet but I believe you can replace them with Atlas spikes if
you require.
The bipod's turret head mechanism is a ball joint with a knurled
locking drum. Slackening off the drum permits both pivotal and
rotational movement which again exceeds the performance of
many more expensive competitor models.
With hindsight, I should have purchased the picatinny rail version,
however that was my mistake, The extra length of the bipod is
particularly handy when in deep foliage, reverse gradients or if you
use a 20 or 30rd magazine.
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In terms of operational experience in the field with this bipod, my experience at this stage is limited. However in a
gallery range environment it is very good, with little bipod bounce and it is easy to adjust. If I had one minor criticism,
it is when your in the prone position and need to increase the bipod's height. Assuming you can reach, you need to
twist the bipod onto one foot and extend the opposite leg, repeating the performance for the other leg. However
when doing this the turret head moves and so you have to re-adjust the bipod to get back into the aim
Muzzle Break
Like the Ruger Ranch, the muzzle is threaded and therefore I have fitted a .30 micro muzzle break by Badger Ordnance,
which due to its size is ideal for this short barrel and effectively tames some of the recoil found with the typical .308
cartridge.
Unlike the ranch rifle, fitting this muzzle break was straight forward which leads me to think the ranch rifles threads
where not cut sufficiently deep enough and therefore all I had to do with this rifle was fit the break and adjust it to
ensure the baffles where parallel with the bore.
Optics
I purchased a vortex 4-16x44 Diamondback tactical scope deliberately for this rifle. My experience with Vortex scopes
to date has been excellent and I
find them to be a very good product for a very reasonable price. I
personally prefer the tactical
scope with external drums and a
mildot or a mildot style reticule.
Tactical drums allow me to “set”
my drums and record my scope
settings at various ranges. The mildot reticule is very good for aiming off when time does not permit for any drum
adjustment and this particular scope has the reticule etched onto the glass which ensures a fine reticule and one that
cannot be broken.
This particular scope has a 30mm tube but when planning this purchase, I had no particular preference, whether it be
25 or 30mm. The object lens is 44mm and I deliberately planned for this size to avoid an overly large scope with high
rings and to improve handling. In my opinion, big 50mm or 56mm object lenses have little interest for me, as any
benefits gained in light gather qualities is lost with large rings, poor cheek weld, increased bulk and weight.
Tactical bolt handle
It took nearly four weeks to get the tactical bolt handle
from the US, the suppliers where helpful but you have to
pay extra for the export documentation. Shipping was
frustrating, because for some strange reason it went via
Australia rather than directly across the Atlantic and
therefore added considerably to the delivery time.
Once the handle arrived I was very pleased. Build quality, cosmetics was good and fitting was was relatively
easy. Finish was black anodising and quality was good.
After fitting the new bolt handle, handling, grip and
cycling definitely improved with the whole cycle action
being far more efficient.
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It took a while before I had the opportunity to get back down the range and highlight whether my “off the shelve”
modifications had improved the rifles performance in anyway.
With the new Hunter stock, handling was definitely superior, with the larger and better profiled stock, providing much
better support all round. I re-checked my zero and fine tuned a little bit but whilst doing so, groups sizes had noticeably
improved and therefore things were looking good.
As per my initial range test I shot four, four round groups using exactly the same format as previously. As can be seen
below, groups are 12, 17, 24 & 25mm respectively, producing an average group size of 19.5mm. The initial group

tested weeks before produced an average group of 32mm and with the extra improvements it was now down to
19.5mm. That's a 39.1% improvement by simply fitting the Hunter stock. The transformation was impressive and for
a budget rifle, accuracy was superb. With the 5rd Magpul magazine the rifle cycled flawlessly and magazine changes
were easy with the ambidextrous magazine release.

I have eight .308 scoped rifles, three are classics using WWII technology like the Lee Enfield No4, Kongsberg M59 and
the Mauser K98 sniper. Group sizes are good but typical for the generation with the Kongsberg shooting the best
groups at roughly 1” -1.5”. The Parker Hale M82 and the Krico are 70’s technology, but accuracy has definitely moved
up a notch from the WWII era rifles with groups around a 1”. The Unique Alpine, SIG3000, SSG08 are modern rifles
with the latest technology and all of the above have had a substantial amount of money lavished upon them.
For the modern rifle such as the Alpine, the scope is the best I can afford, it has an aluminium chassis, ammunition is
handloaded with the best components and individually matched to the barrel and will achieve 0.5 - 0.75” groups at
100 yards with ease, but if I am to be honest, I struggle with the Steyr SSG08 to achieve groups less than 1.0” groups
at 100 yards, despite its expense.
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Therefore if you start looking at rifles from purely a cost aspect, the Ruger’s performance is very good. From
experience, you get what you pay for and barrel quality on budget rifles tends to be average at best.
In my opinion Ruger has a winner with this rifle, admittedly the original stock lets the rifle down a bit, but then the rifle
is aimed at the budget market and you cant have both worlds in the first instance. However what is good about this
rifle, is “you can have you cake and eat it”. If funds are limited, you can purchase the basic rifle and a little later when
you have saved up some more pennies, you can splash out on an aftermarket stock, which maximises the Ruger's
performance, gives you very good value
for money, coupled with good accuracy
and all one basket. Assuming you you
don't fit the muzzle break & bipod and
already have a scope, you can purchase
the rifle and stock for a shade under a
£1000 which has to be good.
In summary what makes this rifle different from other budget rifles? In my opinion, the large three lug bolt which
equalises the load better than the twin
lug style, a good barrel, the power bedding method as it spreads the load across
both the receiver and chassis system and a reasonable trigger.
What am I going to do next? My original plans was to write this Armourers report and then sell the rifle. However this
rifle has impressed me and I’m tempted to keep it and add it into my various annual competitions. To make it
competition ready, I need a ten round magazine and will have to add a sling and sling fittings. I will also probably add
a superior trigger and fine tune the ammunition. The first comp is in December - lets see how she does.
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